Beach Comber Thanks

by Cathy Andronicou

Materials used:
Chameleon Color Tone Pens, Light Peach (NU2) and Sand (NU0), Chameleon Re-inkers Colorless
Blender Solution (CB) and Sand (NU0), Hero Arts Intense Black ink, Branch Wreath Fancy Die
DI327, Thanks stamp and Cut DC152, Color Layering Seahorse Frame Cuts DI185, Color Layering
Seahorse set CL956. Gauze, Bee Paper, White Square 5” card blank, Black Card and Foam,
Brown Card. Memento Angel Pink and Dessert Sand ink. Foam pads and glue.
Tools: Ball and Leaf shaping tools and foam shaping and craft mat and Mini Mister and Die cutting
machine.
Instructions
Stamp sentiment and die cut from white card. Tip: If your die cut does
not line up exactly you can go over any white bits with a Deep Black
Chameleon pen.

Die cut the branch wreath from
brown card and several shells from
bee paper.
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Fuse the brush nib of the Light Peach pen for 8 seconds and color from the outside edge of the
scalloped shell down towards the bottom, then re-infuse for 5 seconds and color the long conical
shell from the middle out towards the edge. Color several shells with this color and then repeat
the process using the Sand pen for the remaining shells.

Stamp over the top of the colored shells with the detail stamp corresponding to each shape using
the Angel Pink Memento ink for the Light Peach shells and the Dessert Sand ink for the Sand
shells. Then shape using ball and leaf tools on a shaping mat.

Place a small amount of Sand re-inker onto a craft sheet and then
spritz with Colorless Blender (using mini mister). Then rub gauze
through the ink pool to color, leave to dry.

Thread the guaze around the wreath and attach to the card blank.
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Adhere the shells around the edge using foam pads and then
attach the thanks sentiment to the middle.

For more inspiration visit http:// blog.chameleonpens.com
and on the website http://www.chameleonpens.com
and on Cathy’s blog at http://candronicoucardcraft.blogspot.co.uk

